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Fixation and Electron Microscopy of  the Rothamsted 
Culture of  Henbane Mosaic Virus 

(Accepted I6 August I97 I) 

Thin sections of tissue infected by viruses of the potato virus Y (PVY) group often fail to 
show virus particles. Henbane mosaic virus (HMV) is more concentrated in infected tissue 
than most PVY group viruses and seemed a suitable subject for electron microscopy. We 
failed to detect any particles after tissues were subjected to a commonly used double fixation 
technique but found them in tissue fixed with osmic acid; parallel results were found when 
purified virus preparations were similarly treated. 

This paper reports some details of the fine structure of infected tissue and the effect of 
fixation on virus within the host cell and in purified preparations. 

The Rothamsted culture of HMV used has been maintained in Nicotiana tabaeum, cv. 
White Burley, usually infected by mechanical inoculation but occasionally with aphids. The 
virus was purified from this host by a modification of Damirdagh & Shepherd's 0 97o) pro- 
cedure using borate instead of phosphate buffer throughout, and infectivity was confirmed 
by inoculation on Nieotiana sylvestris. 

Preliminary investigation of infected leaves involved fixation with both glutaraldehyde and 
osmic acid. Small strips of leaf were put in 2"5 ~ (v/v) glutaraldehyde in o.2 M-phosphate 
buffer (pH 7) and vacuum-infiltrated for 5 min. After 2 hr the specimens were washed in 
phosphate buffer containing o'25 ~-sucrose, and fixed for 2 hr in t ~ (w/v) osmic acid in the 
buffer-sucrose mixture. After washing in buffer-sucrose and dehydrating in alcohol the 
specimens were embedded in epon. Subsequently the first fixation in glutaraldehyde was 
omitted. 

Purified virus was suspended in o.o2 M-borate buffer (pH 8) containing o'5 M-urea and 
o.1 ~o 2-mercaptoethanol, and fixed for 2 hr with 2. 5 ~ glutaraldehyde or I ~ osmic acid. 
Virus suspensions fixed in glutaraldehyde were dialysed in sucrose-phosphate buffer before 
post-fixation in osmic acid. Dialysis was also necessary for particles fixed in glutaraldehyde 
before negative staining with phosphotungstic acid (PTA). 

Sections were stained with 2 ~ (w/v) uranyl acetate followed by Reynold's lead citrate, 
and dip and purified preparations stained in I ~ PTA. 

Thin sections of infected leaf fixed in glutaraldehyde and osmic acid gave very similar 
results to those reported by Harrison & Roberts 0 9 7 0  for Atropa mild mosaic virus 
(AMMV) infection and support the serological relationship between HMV and AMMV 
found by Govier & Woods 0971). 

Sections of HMV-infected tissue fixed in glutaraldehyde and osmic acid contained abund- 
ant pinwheels but no virus particles were seen; leaves fixed in osmium alone showed many 
filamentous particles in the cytoplasm associated with pinwheels, the filaments were tz rim. 
wide and resembled HMV particles. The particle-like filaments were seldom seen free in the 
cytoplasm, and most were arranged in uniseriate rows closely appressed to the pinwheel 
lamellae and parallel to their long axes. This was confirmed by the association, in partially 
purified preparations, of particles with lamellae apparently derived from pinwheels. Particles 
cut transversely showed as dots, distinguishable from ribosomes by their regular spacing and 
small size. This arrangement of particles was also described by Edwardson, Purcifull & 
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Christie (I968) in tissue infected with water-melon mosaic virus, a member  o f  the PVY 
group with particles 725 nm. long, and our  results suggest that  the much longer and stiffer 
particles of  H M V  (Watson, Plumb & Woods,  I97I ) behave in much the same way. 

Fig. 1 a. Purified virus fixed in glutaraldehyde, b. Purified virus fixed in osmic acid. c. Purified virus untreated. 
d. Purified virus fixed in glutaraldehyde and then osmic acid. 

When purified preparations o f  H M V  were fixed in glutaraldehyde (Fig. I a) or osmic acid 
(Fig. I b) alone they differed little f rom unfixed particles (Fig. I c), but  after double fixation 
they were swollen, deformed and flexuous and some showed an electron-translucent core 
(Fig. ~ d). I f  similar changes occurred in infected tissues during fixation it may explain why 
particles of  H M V  and other PVY group viruses are only rarely seen after double fixation. 
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Particles of  sugar-beet mosaic virus were also found in infected tissue fixed with osmic acid 
alone but not after double fixation (Vince & Watson, I97 0 ,  although the effects of the 
fixatives on the purified virus has not been investigated. 

Although this 'fixative effect' may explain why some PVY group viruses are not readily 
seen, it may be a very specific effect because virus-like filaments have been described for 
other PVY viruses in double-fixed tissue (Arnott & Smith, ~967; Herald & Weibel, I963; 
Gardner,  1969, Russo & Martelli, 1969; Harrison & Roberts, ~ 97 l). However, our results do 
suggest that osmium alone may be a more useful fixative for PVY group viruses than the 
more commonly used double fixation procedures. 

Rothamsted Experimental Station R.T .  PLUMB 
Harpenden, Herts. DOREEN A. VINCE 
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